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Brooks-lists Reasons 
For Decimal Grading 
Dr. James Brooks, CWSC PreSident, - is in favor of some 
kind of fractional grading sy:stem. 
Dr. Brooks advanced thiee essential reasons why he is in 
favor of the fractional grading system. · 
"First, U I were still teaching I would prefer some system 
that is better than· the one we have now. Second, a fractional 
scale is better for the students. 
Third, a fractionated scale at 
Central would show leadership 
on the part of this college, so 
others might follow," Dr. 
Brooks said, 
"Some instructors at CWSC 
who are oppased to the propased 
· fractional grading system advo. 
cate a . plus or minus system. 
I don't go for the plus or minus 
system,'' Dr. Brooks said, 
The administration has been 
criticized by . a few people be. 
cause it has not taken a stand 
on the issueoffractionatedgrad-
ing. Dr. Brooks explained that 
he is sure ·a11 of the adminis. 
trators have their o-ivn opinion 
of the propased system. He 
does not feel that the admtriis. 
tration should be in favor of 
or against the system as a body, 
however. 
The primary reason Dr. 
Brooks has not pushed his view 
is that he feels "the faculty has 
to take the initiative on this 
issue and if there is to be a 
decision made it should be done 
without pressure from the a.de 
ministration." . 
Dr. Brooks went on to . say 
that he felt personally that the 
primary responsibility in a vote 
on fractional grading' lies with 
the faculty. Students are well 
within their rights to have 
brought up this question, though, 
he said. Dr. Brooks hopes that 
students will show more inter• 
est in other .areas that affect 
their education besides this 
present issue. 
"I want what is best for the 
faculty and the students," em• 
phasized Dr. Brooks. 
When he said that .he is in 
favor of the fractional grading 
system Dr. Brooks said that 
Huge Change 
Unnec~ssary 
Changing to a fractional grad· 
ing system would require very 
little change · in forms in the 
admission's office, Milton Mc-
Dermott, associate director of 
admissions said. 
"The format of transcripts 
would have to be changed if the 
fractional scale is adopted, but 
there would be no drastic change 
necessary in the registrar's of• 
flee," Enos Underwood, reitis-
trar, said: 
The fractional scale would 
have very little affect in the 
admission's office. I think any 
system could be used in our 
office and the registrar's of· 
fice if ifwere accepted by the 
faculty, McDermott continued. 
There is a real difference in 
low and high 'C' students, in 
-Underwood's opinion. "I think 
that the fractionated system 
would help all students, reirard· 
less of the itrade bracket they 
are in," he said. 
"The best system of itradinit 
should be used. The. effect ·on 
our office should not be a de· 
terming factor in whether· or 
not a system is adopted, if 
it is better. than what is beinit 
used,'' McDermott said. He did -
not wish to iro on record as 
beinit for or a&"ainst the frac· 
tional system, because he is 
new at CWSC and has not had 
sufficient time to study the new 
fractionated scale. 
it should _be a "system ·that 
complements our present scale 
of 'A' • 'E'." He meant that 
the fractionated scale should be 
adopted as an optional way of 
grading and not be forced on 
those who do not think it is 
necessary~ 
using a fractional scale would 
repart grades more accurately 
in-Dr. Brooks' opinion. Students 
would work more consistently 
through the quarter to raise their 
g~e under a fractionated sys. 
tern, he said. 
"The fractional scale would _ 
not threaten the use of essay 
or any other type of exam, as 
I see it," the president said. 
Again he emphasized that the 
final decision should be made 
by the faculty because they ar~ 
the academic leaders. 
When the fractional scale was 
first researched at Central Dr. 
Brooks supparted it and he feels 
that ·there has been enough re-
search - to show that there is 
a higher correlation between 
fractionated grades and predict-
ed grades than there is between 





Faculty Senate 'investigation 
of alternatives to Central's 
present grading system will con. 
tinue, according _ to presiding 
officer. Dr. Gerald Moulton, as. 
sociate professor of education. 
Early this week Dr. Moulton 
disclosed plans for immediate 
formation of an ad hoc com• 
mittee of interested person to 
conduct an investigation of dif. 
ferent grading systems. 
Moulton's decision is a direct 
result of last gpring•s faculty 
rejection of a proposed frac. 
tionated grading system. That 
vote -was 114-77. "Personally, 
I think many faculty members 
didn't fully understand the frac.. 
tionated system,'' .Dr. Moulton 
said. 
However,_ "The best way to 
interpret the vote is to say 
that the faculty wanted further 
study. With the com_mittee this 
" is what they will be getting." 
Dr. Moulton hopes to have 
representatives from all sides 
of the fractionated grading con. ' 
· troversy on the committee.Fur. 
thermore, he is interested in 
ascertaining how . students feel 
about grading. "The COII\mittee 
Will welcome student interest 
and suggestions," Dr. Moulton 
said. · · 
Konya Cancels 
tocal Appearance 
Sandor Konya, opera tenor of 
world renown, has cancelled his 
scheduled Oct. 22 engagement on 
campus. ' 
Konya has cancelled ·all en. 
gagements in a slated American 
tour because of an auto acct. 
dent in Germany. 
Konya was to appear at Cen. 
tral under the spansorship of 
the Community Concert Asso. 
elation and SGA. 
A LITTLE BOPPIN' AN' A WEA VIN' FOLKS-Sharp 
looking Central coed Sherry Mummert gets with the beat 
at one Of the rock .and roll dances in the SUB Ballroom. 
The comely lass may have been a wee bit embarrassed 
however, for immediately after having her picture snapped 
she ceased having what was apparently a good time and 
walked quickly away. There will be two more dances in 
the SUB Ballroom this weekend, one sponsored by Beck 
Ha.U and one by the student Wives. (Photo by Pete Edlund) 
Enrollment Tops 5000 
Fall enrollment at Central has reached 5,081 students, 11.3 
per cent increase over last fall. Enrollment last fall was 4,566. 
The 5,081 total represents an increased enrollment of ·124 
per cent since Central became a state college in 1961, Enos 
Underwood, registrar, said. 
Underwood said the freshman class was the largest with 
2,051 iiicluding 1,368 students registering for their first college 
work out of high school. The sophomore class numbers 958, . 
junior class, 1,074, senior class ,796, and graduate students 203. 
Men outnumber women in each class except the frosh grrup. 
Men-women by class is as follows: frosh 957.1,094, sophs 530.. 
428, juniors 630-444, seniors 477-319, graduates 115-87. 
Underwood painted out that one segment of the college papula-
tion-interrupted students, that is, students who have dropped 
out of school for one reason or another· before returning the 
following fall-has fallen behind· previous year figures. 
"In the past we have had about. 500 students in this category; 
this year we have 338-and l 75 are women. This leads me to 
believe that the men in this category are either continuing in jobs 
or have been drafted because they are •out of sequence• in their 
higher education program," Underwood said. 
However, men outnumber women in· total registration 2, 709· 
2,372. Total number of transfer students this fall is 733 including 




By RIK NELSON 
Staff Writer 
SWeecy students get ready. 
In two short weeks begins a 
weekend that is rivaled only 
by Sweecy Day itself. It is 
the weekend of the 1966 Home. 
coming honoring past students 
and graduates of cwsc. 
With the final· voting and cor• 
onation of the homecoming queen 
Thursday night, Oct. 20, begins a 
fun-filled and fast.paced week.. 
end which culminates Saturday 
night with the Homecoming dance 
in the SUB Ballroom. 
Classes are dismissed at 1 
p.xn. on Friday, Oct. 28 and 
from then on- no student will 
be lacking for activity and en. 
tertainment. The c a m p u s 
movie, usually shown Friday 
evening has been moved up to 
_ 1 :30 p.m. in McConnell Audi. 
torium so that everyone can . 
attend the Big Name Entertain. 
ment Program to be held at 
Nicholson Pavilion at 8 p.m. 
!Ast year, Bill Cosby head. 
lined the Big Name Entertain-
ment. This year the emphasis 
will shift from humor to jazz. 
·The George Shearing Quintet will 
be the featured group.· Vocalist 
Ethyl Ennis will also appear on 
the program as well as the Satin 
Brass,. who are suppased to be 
much like the Tiajuana Brass. 
Following the program in Nich. 
olson Pavilion there will be a 
rock and roll dance in the SUB. 
Ballroom . with music provided 
by the Dynamics. This dance., 
unlike the dorm spansored 
dances, will last until 1 a.m. 
The Homecoming committee 
has been so gracious as to 
allow a lull in the activities 
for nearly nine hours after the 
dance, during which the student 
is free to relax and even sleep. 
Undoubtedly some will. 
. However, at 10 a.m. Satur. 
day, things begin to roll again 
with the judging of Homecom-
ing signs and _ the campus tour 
for viewing signs. The theme 
for this year's signs is "The 
Diamond Years" which relates 
to Central's 75th Anniversary. 
At l :so p.m. is -the football 
game with pre-game activities 
at 12:30. Central plays the Port-
land_ State Vikings in competi. 
tion at Tomlinson Field. Dur. 
ing half time, the Homecoming 
queen and her court will be 
introduced; the alumnae from 
the classes of '41 and '56 will 
be welcomed; the CWSC and 
Portland. State Bands will per. 
form; and· there will be speech. 
es by Dr. James Brooks, Cen. 
tral's president, and other dig. 
nitaries. 
The Homecoming Queen's Re· 
ception in the SUB follows the 
football game. Also during this 
time there will be an openhouse 
in the residence halls and in• 
structional buildings. -
Homecoming activities will be 
ended with the Homecoming 
Dance in the SUB ballroom. This 
dance also will Iast from 9 
until 1 a.m. but will be semi• 
formal. The steve IAughery 
Orchestra will play for this 
dance. 
Another dance will be held · 
at the same time in 01a Como 
mons with music by George 
Burns and the Velvetones. ·Don 
Girvan, an entertainer from Se. 
attle, will also appear in the 
SUB cage for those who want 
·to take a break from the fren.. 
zies of the dance and relax a 
bit. 
That's the schedule for Home. 
coming '66, an outline of a 
whirlwind weekend and an invi· 
tation to a great time. 
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''Spotlight on Opinion'" 
Grading Reviewed 
A faculty senate committee is going to continue the investiga• 
tion of alternatives to Central's grading system. 
· Committee efforts will directly affect every Central student. 
We will attempt to keep in close contact with committee members 
to ascertain the direction in which their efforts are proceeding. 
our investigation of the fractionated grading question has dis-
closed at least one fact of note. Professors and administrators 
interviewed without exception, were aware of the inherent short· 
comings ar:d unfairness of the present 'A' • 'E' grading scale. 
It seems peculiar thii.t a system possessing such readily apparent 
inequities should be allowed to exist for so long a time-especially 
in a community of progressive academicians at an institution 
of higher education. 
We are deeply appreciative of any professor's unwillingness 
to hazard· an error in judgment that could send a young man to 
Viet Nam •. This is one reason we are anxious to have the reporting 
system as precise as is humanly possible. We would much 
prefer errors. in tenths of points to the present, ~rrors in full 
grade points. · · 
However we are not in love with fractionated grading. If 
anyone ~ produce a better system of measuring student prog. 
ress arid of providing the seemingly necessary incentives for 
that progress, then we wm welcome the new system, · 
We do believe that as long as student progress is measured 
numerically, five grading levels are not enough and forty are 
not too many. · 
Any reporting system will unavoidably involve some sort. of 
arbitrary judgment by professors.·. We favor the system that will 
most effectively minimize that arbitrary judgment. 
. .tett_e.rs 
New Grade System 
Dubiously Applauded 
Editor: 
· Dear Friends of the Fra· 
\ ternal Order for Fractional. 
ized . Grading: I sincerely be. 
lieve that fractionalized grad-
ing is the panacea of the bor-
derline student's grade di· 
lemma. ·(Let me say here 
that i don't know what frac• 
tionalized grading is, but I'm 
sure that if I did I would 
still be in favor of it.) 
My letter hastwo p.irposes. 
The first, to Editor Hart a 
hearty congratulation for a 
job well-done in championing 
a worthy, if not timely, issue. 
My roommate said that 
fractionalized grading was a 
dead issue but I showed him 
several recent copies of the 
CRIER and said, "How can it 
'be a dead issue with so· much 
coverage in an All-Ameri~n 
· newspaper?" ' 
And besides, even the pres-
ident of our fair institution 
favors fractionalized grading 
so it must be best. Dr. 
Brooks' stream .of thought 
flows something like this: 
central should adopt frac• 
tionalized grading because 
then if some other college · 
or university were duped into 
accepting it, then Central 
would be hailed as leading the 
way to universal fractional-
!~!.f::fng~r::;dl~{~c;; 
benefit the student. 
The second purpose ·of my 
letter is to prove that it 
isn't the minority that favors 
fracUonalized grading, as 
·was proven by the faculty vote 
on that issue. 
·Many people .have come to 
believe, and ! assure them 
that there is no validity in 
this whatsoever, that Dr. Pet-
tit and Editor Hart (some 
include Dr, Crawford) are the 
only supporters of fraction• 
alized grading, They base 
their opinion on the fact that 
the only letters printed in 
the CRIER oppose the frac-
tionalized grading system. 
Well, I want it known that 
there are at least four of 
us now who officially favor 
fractionalized grading. (Dr. 
Brooks would make number 
five, but being· one of the 
most influential persons in 
this academic community he 
doesn't want to unduly influ. 
ence the faculty by public ap.. 
proval. This is justifiable, I 
think.) I think my letter is 
proof enough of my support. 
Thank you from the bottom 
of my heart, Editor Hart, 
for this opportunity to voice 




It was gratifying to see 
the large number of beauti-
ful displays created by our 
students and the interest 
shown by them in turning out 
of Club Night. For all those 
who stayed at home, it was 
a good time missed, 
As I watched the students, 
I was impressed by the fine 
examples of young men and 
women at this college and . 
was just a little sorry that 
more of my colleagues were 
not present. 
I believe that the student 
body is as outstanding as you 
will find at any institution of 
higher · learning and, if we 
should feel. that their enthusi-
asm is lacking sometimes, 
perhaps we do not always 
show ours when it is needed, 
I am proud to be the adviser 
of one of these clubs and 
prouder still to have been 
asked to serve in that capacity 
for another. 
These young people · want 
our SUPPort, our interest and 
guidance, so please, won't 
some of my colleagues jump 
on the "band wagon" and 
help our orphans? 
Many thanks for being our 
college "wailing wall"! 
Jacques J. Wachs 
of Foreign Languages 
11  WON'T HOLD You TO TH'TEXI ON THIS '3XAM - ONLY 
. MY INTE:RPRETATION OF 1T.1t . 
Two Orson Welles Pictures 
Slated For Weekend Movies 
By RODGER HEGGEN 
SGA Movie Director 
This weekend SG A is present• 
inf: two films, "Citizen Kane" 
and "The Magnificent Amber· 
sons", both of which were writ• 
ten and directed by one of the 
screen's few geniuses, Orson 
Welles. 
·RODGER HEGGEN 
" ... Welles a: genius." 
"Citizen Kane" which has been 
hailed by many critics as the 
finest motion picture ever made; 
has since its release been steep.. 
ed in controversy. The film's 
plot concerns the ~ life of an 
egotistical newspaper · .baron 
whose career closely parallels 
. that of a real newspaperman, 
William Randolph Hearst. ·So 
enraged was Hearst by "Citizen 
Kane" that he did everythine" 
in his power to destroy bOth 
Welles and his film. 
Even more controversial was 
Welles' extraordinary use of the 
camera. Welles' camera peered 
into shadows, picked up reflec. 
tions . and even climbed up the 
side of a buildine-. By perform•· 
ing these cinematic feats, Wel· 
les broke all the rules, but in 
doing so he blazed the· way for 
future directors. · 
"The Magnificent Ambersons" 
has been greatly overshadowed 
by "Citizen Kane", but it is 
· in every respect just as bril· 
liant a picture as "Kane". Based 
upon. Booth Tarkington's Pulit· 
zer Prize winnine- novel of the 
/ same name, it is the story 
of the decline of a once wealthy 
and proud family. · 
To this story Welles has added 
his own special camera 
technique and the result is a 
film that exudes a warmth and 
beauty that is rarely matched. 
Ingmar Bergman's ·master• 
piece, "The Seventh Seal", will 
be presented on Thursday, Oct. 
13 at McConnell Auditorium. 
"The Seventh Seal" is- the 
absorbing tale of a man's duel 
of wits with death. It is thought 
to be semi-autobiographical and 
is an excellent example of the 
personalized cinema which has 
gained so much momentum in 
the last few years. 
Frosh Retreat 
In Full Swing 
The 1966 Freshmen Retreat, 
sponsored annuaily by the Stu-. 
dent Government Assoc1ation of 
CWSC, is in full swing this 
weekend . at ''the Bar 41 Guest 
Ranch near Cle Elum. 
Heading the program for this 
year are three members of the 
Student Council at Central. They 
are: Bud Meacham, Del Wagner 
and Austin Cooper, Cooper will 
be acting as . master of . cere-
monies of the program. He will 
be joined by members of the 
·faculty and other student lead· 
ers who will assist in present. 
ing a wide variety of discus-
sions and talks. 
The overall purpose of the re-
treat is to introduce to the 
· freshmen of Central th0 oppor· 
. tunities that are available in 
extra-curicular activities. 
Campo§ «-=rier 
ALL-AMERICAN COLLEGE NEWSPAPER 1965-66 
Published- weekly on Fridays during the academic year excep 
test ...:.eeks and ·holidays. Entered as second class matter at the 
U.S. Post Office, Ellensburg,Wash. 98926. · , 
Editor, Paul R. Hart; Managing Editor, Ronald Pede~; News Editor, 
o· Ann Dufenhorst; Sports Editor, Mark McKay; Business M_anager, 
Sharron Thompson; Advertising Representative,_ Ed Hartstein; Fae~ 
ulty Adviser, 'Do~las Lang. 
Affiliated with Associated Collegiate Press, Minneapolis, ·Minn., 
and National Educational Advertising Services,· New York. Printed 
on the Record Press Ellensburg, Wash. 
Data Reveals 
Aspirations Up 
American students are aspir· 
ing to higher and higher educa.. 
~!:_>Y ~~c~~~i~~s.t~:C~ 0~s~~~ 
cation, 
During the academic year end. 
ing June 1965--when Americans 
won more college and university 
degrees than ever before-mas. . 
ter's degrees showed a greater 
rate of increase than bachelor's 
degrees. Doctorates had the 
greatest percentage increase of 
all, the office reported. 
As in previous years, thefield 
of educatfon was the most pop.. 
ular among tho§e earning bach. 
elor• s and master• s degrees. 
Among those receiving doctor• 
ates, . education was second to 
physical .sciences by a small 
. margin. 
The annual survey also show~ 
that 667 ,592 degrees were earn. 
ed by 410,573 men and 257,-019 
women. The total is 8 per cent 
more than in the 1963-64 aca-
demic year. 
·Bachelor's degrees, totaling 
493,000, wer.e up 7 per cent 
from ·the previous year. Mas. 
ter' s degrees totaled 112 ,200, · 
. up 11 per cent, and doctorates 
·reached 16,5001 a 14 per Ct:lnt 
increase. 
First • professional degrees, 
granted chiefly in medicine, law, 
and religion and requiring more 
than four years of study, went 
up 10 per cent to 46 ,ooo. 
1 The 118,500 bachelor's de. 
grees in education accounted 
for nearly one.fourth of all bach. 
elor' s degrees. The 43, 700 mas. 
ter' s degrees in education rep.. 
resented about two-fifths of the 
degrees in this category. 
The physical sciences led in 
doctorates, with 2,800. Edrica. 
tion was second with 2, 700 and 
engineering third with 2,100. 
The number of women win. 
ning bachelor's degrees was 
213,207, up 8 per cent, Women 
won 35,984 master's degree~ 
. and 1, 775 doctorates, gains of 
12 and 16 per cent respect-
ively. · 
Nationally Known 
Sc u I pt or Sp ea ks 
One of the nation's best known 
sculptors, Richard Lippold will 
be on campus October 21.22. 
Known throughout the art world 
as the craftsman of the famous 
gold wire sculpture in the Metro-
politan Museum, he will deliver 
the main address at the annual 
meeting of the Washington Art 
Association. · 
Although LiPPold has profes-
sional art school training, the 
work for which he is famous 
is· the result of his own ex. 
perimentation and self.training. 
He is represented at. the Mu. 
seum of Modern Art, Detroit 
Institute of Arts, Yale Univer. 
sity Art Gallery, and other prom. 
inent museums in this country 
and abroad, and his workadorns 
·many banks, restaurants, and 
· airPorts. · 
With a background of. success.· 
ful collaboration with architects 
and businesses, Lippold is quai. 
ified to speak on the problem of 
art in the 20th century •. 
Taking its conference format 
from the plan of ·the annual 
Spring Symposium at Central, 
the structure of the W AA con-
ference this year marks a new 
departure from its former pat-
tern. Two outstandirig speakers 
will make presentation to be 
followed by teachers, artists, 
and students gathering to·ques. 
tion and discuss the talks in 
informal sessions. 
"LiPPold is expecting to bring 
fresh insight and interpretation 
to the problems facing the art-
ist today " Stephen Bayless, art professo~ who is making ar. 
rangements for the conference, 
said, 
The pub_lic is invited to attend 
all sessions of the conference. 
-. Reactable Remarks 
Opinions Sought 
By DOUG M_ORGAN 
GOALS - "I find the great 
thing in this world is, not so 
much where we stand, as in 
what direction we are moving." 
-Goethe 
This column is intended to 
be a . student sounding board. 
Comments by students will be 
published on questions asked 
by this writer and by you, the 
students of cwsc. 
explanation ol. the area being 
discussed will a~company the 
question for the week. From 
time to time debates might be 
held if there is enough reader 
interest shown~ Readers are · 
asked to confine their letters 
to 250 words. All letters must 
be signed to be considered.Also, 
letters must be typed and double 
spaced. · 
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Winter Quarter in Mexico: pro-
gram in cooperation with the 
University. of. the Americas in 
.Mexico City, willpermitaCWSC 
student to e~oll at the Univer• 
. slty as well ·as take a two hour 
course at Central during Win-
ter Quarter, Reino Randall, as-
sociate · prol.essor of art, said. 
"We want juniors and seniors 
to take 'advantllite of this oppor. 
tunity," Randall said. He also 
pointed out that the trip is not 
limited to art and lanru~ ma· jors only. 
The students will travel by 
air to Tucson, Arizona, and 
by train to Mexico City, by 
way of Guadalajara. 
Cost, itemized, . includes 
approximately $ 220 for the round 
trip, $75 for tours and side 
trips, $200 tuition,. $145 for 
incidentals and $70 to $80 room 
and board. Students will be liv• 
ing with a Mexican family se-
lected by the University. 
Randall, who has. returned 
from Mexico after a year of 
study and travel, said requests 
for ·applications and further in· 
formation can be obtained 
through his office. 
Estimated time of departure 
is December 26. students will 
return_ by spring · registration; 
Paid.Positions,·Open On Staff 
Courses, which will be con• A number of paid staff post. should know how to spell and 
Questions presented by me 
will range from subjects of im. 
portance · on campus to world 
affairs. In upcoming weeks stu. 
dents can expect to be asked 
what they think of the food in 
the college dining halls. Also, 
subjects such as morality on 
the college campus will be dis. 
cussed. 
meted in English, will be sup. . tions are still open on the CAM· should be able to construct a sen-
pllmented throughout the quar. PUS CRIER according toEditor• tence," Hart said. 
This week's ~estion is should ter. J:>y several tours to Points in·Chief Paul Hart, "Besides these paying post. 
d. interest, including archeolo- · CRIER vacancies include news tions we will always have room 
the present grading scale of gical sites. and sports editorships, assist. for students who are eager and 
'A' • 'E' be changed? Is there 
"It's an opportunity todevelop ant sports editor, and two posi. willing to learn. we are es. 
a better system of grading that international understanding, tions on the copy desk. pecially interested in finding in. 
could be used instead? These COUPied with continuation of a "We are looking for people dividuals to do specialized work 
questions are not intended to degree program at Central,'' with some background in· news like colulJlris and in.depth anal. 
lead thereaderintowritingabout . explained Randall, who wm a.c- and sports writing for the two ysis of issues," Hart continued. ~ny particular system (such as company the students. editorships," Hart said. Applicants for paid staff post. 
Students who think that they 
have. a question that would' be 
the one being debated on this All credits earned at the u. "For· the copy desk we need lions should submit brief appli. 
campus now) •. Rather• opinions ol :A. are transferable to any people with a good understand. cations to the CRIER within 
on any system that students college or university in the U .s. ing of the English language. They the next week. 
· of interest should send it to 
the CRIER in care of. this col. 
umn. 
might think better may be sub. . -------------------'------------------
mitted. students may wish to 
When presenting questions, an 
state their views on the present 
system. 
CW Beauties Ce>mpete 
Each living group on campus 
has chosen its candidate to run 
for homecoming queen. 
The . candidates are from . Da,,. 
vies Hall. Virginia Poggi, anart 
major from Lewiston, Idaho. 
, Whitney Hall also chose an art 
major to represent them. Sha 
is Judy Trexler from Everett; 
Irene Bolick was chosen by her 
dorm, Sue Lombard. Irene is 
a Home Economics major from 
Pullmari. . 
· Susie Davis, a psychology ma. 
jor from Seattle, will represent 
Kamola Hall. A physical educa.. 
tion major from Yaldma, Pamela 
Burke, is Kennedy Hall's choice. 
Ann Coombs ·is Buttons Apart. 
ment' s choice. Ann is an ele. 
mentary education major from 
Burien; North Hall chose Ann 
· Rossiter to represent their 
dorm. 
Karen . Nixon will represent 
Quigley Hall. Karen is a rec. 
reation major from Raymond. 
Pam Palmer, . a speech therapy 
major, will represent Stephens 
Hall. Pam is from·· Tacoma. 
From their dorm,AndersonHall · 
chose CU Brummitt, a sociology 
major. 
Gail Bellamy will represent . 
her dorm, Wilson . Hall. Gail, 
who is from Seattle, is an ele. 
mentary education major. Mid· 
dleton Manor's candidate is Julie 
Link. Julie is majoring in home 
economics and is from oak Har· 
bor. 
A biology major from Seattle 
will represent Hitchcock Hall. 
She is Julie Falkerihager. Sharo11 
Albin from Meisner Hall will 
represent her dorm. Sharon, 
who is ·from Seattle, is a psy. 
chology and social science 
maior. 
Courson Hall will be repre. 
sented by an art major. She 
is Marilyn Nelson. Jimi Hile, 
who is a language arts major, 
will represent Carmody Hall. 
Jimi is from Aberdeen. Kathy 
Paul was chosen by Beck Hall 
as its candidate.. A ·business 
education major will represent 
Munr.o Hall. · She is. Dee Dee 
Mudge from Granite Falls. 
Diane Johannes · is Jennie 
Moore's candidate. Diane is 
from Port Angeles and is an 
English major. Munson Hall . 




Get Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper. 
Mistakes don't show. A mis-key completely disappears 
from the special surface. An ordinary pencil eraser lets 
you erase without a trace. So why use ordinary paper? 
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light, medium, heavy 
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet packets and 500-
sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Departments. · 
Only Eaton makes ,Corrasable. 
EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITISFIELD, MASSACHUSETIS 
' . ' . •.• - . ' . ~ --:• .&l•J. ........ .;, J.J, ...... ·, .............. ,. ... ,.,. •• ,. .•• _ •• _ •• _ •• , 
lhis is Damara. 
buckets and all. 
Camaro Sport Coupe with style trim group you can add. 
All standard-Strata-bucket seats. Carpeting. 
Rich vinyl upholstery. A 140~hp Six or a 
big-car V8 (210 hpl). depending on model. 
New safety features like dual master cylinder 
brake system with warning light 
Whatever else you want. ask for! 
Camaro Rally Sport-Pull the 
switch "'on·· and headlights appear 
at. each end of the full~width 
grille. You also get special exterior 
trim and RS emblems. Then order 
the Custom Interior. something 
else again. 
Camaro SS 350- Besides Camaro's 
biggest V8 (295 hp!), SS 350 
comes with a scoop-styled hood. 
bold striping around grille. big. 
_fat red stripe tires. Add Rally Sport , 
equipment too. Camaro's your 
idea of a car! 
Dommand Performance 
amaro 
the Chevrolet you've been waiting for 
Everything new that could happen •.• happened! Now at your Chevrolet dealer's! 
ork-Com · ences n 
C Literary Magazine 
Work on Inscape, Central's 
literary magazine, started this 
week, Catharine Laing, adviser 
said, 
All students and faculty ·inter• 
ested in editing, writing, paint. 
ing, drawing, . selling, or any 
other facet connected with the 
magazine, are invited to attend 
future meetings, Mrs; Laing 
said. The next meeting is scheds 
uled for Monday, oct. 17 at 4 
p.m. in the SUB. 
Mrs. Laing said that planning 
of. this year's Inscape will com. 
mence immediately after an edi· 
torial committee ba:s been see 
lected at Monday's meeting. 
"I hope Inscape will sponsor 
poetry. and. prose reading in 
the SUB cage as soon as the 
FIDEUTY UNION LIFE 
INSURANCE CO •. 
COLLEGEMASTER 
Guaranteed by a top com-
pany. 
No war clause 
Exclusive benefits at spe-
cial rates 
·Premium deposits deferred 
uriti I you are out of school 
J. W. "Bill" Rol.cik 
CollegeMaster 
Repre.sentative 
504 E. 8th 962-9292 
committee sets to work," Mrs, 
Laing said. 
This year there will be two 
issues of Inscape; one in Jan.. 
uary and the other one in spring, 
just before Sympasium week. 
John Agars, art instructor, 
is .co-adviser of Inscape. Agars 
is particularly concerned with 




You say you were talking long 
distance when someone at a local 
phone booth cut in? 
You say you tried to make a 
simple on-campus phone call 
· and got the long distance oper. 
·ator? You say you tried for 
twenty minutes to call out of. 
your dorm? 
your dorm? Well, don't despair, 
it's only the work of Centrex, 
. "It's like a private telephone. 
company on campus," Francis 
warren, telephone operator, 
said, The system, entirely new 
this year, has made it possible 
for more phones to be available 
to students. 
Hints on use of the Centrex 
system include: to call from 
one dorm to another, dial the 
. last five digets; from on. 
campus to off, dial all seven; 
from off campus to on, also 
all seven. If you want the long 
distance operator, dial 7. If you 
want the campus operator, dial o. 
The Ellensburg illformation of. 
flee is 213 and Time is 210. 
To call long distance collect, 
dial 180, . then the area code, 
then the number. No calls can 
be charged to the school phones 
and any student. caqght charging 
to a school phone will be fined 
$5 and the cost of. the charge. 
BANSMER SPEAKS- ; Candidate Dr,GusBansmer 
addressed assembled students in the SUB cage Tuesday. 
Dr. Bansmer is running against Congresswoman Catherine 
May for the U .s. Legislative seat from the Fourth Con.. 
gressional District. Dr. Bansmer spoke here under the 
spon&Orship of the CWSC Young Democrats. 
(Photo by Pete Edlund) 
SGA s·ans Visitors, Press; 
Declines Session Comment. 
A closed executive session 
hj.ghllghted the Monday night , 
meeting of. the SGA Legislature. 
look, Kinsey said. 
"Most work will be done be. 
tween sessions in committee to 
avoid the lengthy, valueless leg. 
islative sessions ol. the past," 
Kinsey commented. · 
During the meeting the finance 
commission reported out recome 
mendations for three expend. 
itures of SGA fllllds. Legislators 
The Roffler · 
Visitors and press were asked 
to leave during the session, 
.Afterwards legislators declined. 
to comment on proceedings ot. 
the closed session, except to 
say ·that it dealt with the rest. 
dence hall senate. Any release 
of. information at time time would . 
be "premature" according to 
SGA president John Kinsey, who 
sits with the body. 
The meeting, the second of 
the new school year, lasted less 
than 45 minutes, Short meetings 
are to be a part of SGA' s new Sculptur-Kut 
Technique. 
·Appointments 
. . . 
925-5141 
Licari's Barber Shop 
THE 
. FABRIC SHOP 
Everything for your sewing 
needs. 




Making A. Point , 
complied by voting the Hyakem 
yearbook $1000 for photographic 
supplies; $300 to the biology de. 
partment to f~ce field trips, 
and $150 to send Kinsey and a 
group of legislators to a leader. 
ship conference in Eugene, Ore. 
gon. 
........... __ , __ .. _, a CUR!au~ ! r 
Do .!IOU ~ as c.llftlo&i,, cats? Wl"T to P.i;( \ti' 
sood!' ~ eoull bO 'lloRt of a SllJU»Rise.,. · 
ateasa. ... cloWrJRJ.allt Tat.Tll~ ... than to sfY~ 
thaT 8P6Clat., ~cJflioug c.At a .9iJ'& Sail...ed- i~­
Tit[ ! 1hbrk. or th& ~ic .shatt.•n9, 'Che 
PitiLe .s.iecasin,g, ttie sLeerne.ss ni_9hts (PfU'L0 f19 
. f.he. "°h) ".fJvl"' 1JOfll\. aeuL. -;.r ·11 ~ 
~Ft .11\!Gltll. ~ in adtanc~ 1t1J TJie °'lLy 
peek. ~pttPCI Jilt y.u oon 9ive ... • . . . ~~ 
. . · Oft.Mt·'ief/daVD.iShf 
... ,, .... ,,_.. llJ-errol's · · 
Iliff fl I Ellensburg 




Aid to education, the Medi. 
care program, water and air 
pollution, and the poverty pro. 
grams were stressed as im• 
portant issues of the 1966 elec. 
tion campaign by Dr. Gus Bans. , 
mer, democratic representative · 
candidate from the 4th district; 
Dr. Bansmer, practicing M,D, · 
who · was sponsored by .Young · 
Democrats, spoke last week in 
the SUB. He said he backed 
the Medicare program because 
he felt it .was advantageous to 
both young and old. 
RELIEVES BURDEN 
"For the young it would give 
them a better chance to finish 
and further their education as · 
it would .relieve some of the 
economic burdens of their par. 
ents," Bansmer said, 
Dr. Bansmer stressed the im. 
portance of education and the 
opportllllities which should be 
available for the persons wishing 
to be educated. Two large pr0< 
grams based on this are the 
Job Corp and the Poverty Pro-
gram. 
"The Job Corp is one of the 
most promising and successful 
programs I have seen, and I'd 
work to continue its progress," 
Bansmer said, He also stated 
that a welfare program that 
would educate elders in certain 
fields is the key to the success 
of preventing poverty. 
WAR VIEWS AIRED 
Dr. Bansmer stressed his 
views of war and what he felt 
should be done to end the crisis 
in Viet Nam. 
"The paverty of the people 
is China's and Southeast Asia's 
greatest problem. The ordeal 
in Viet Nam is no longer a 
civil war, but a testing of who 
shall prevail,· Viet ·Nam or 
China,'' Dr. Bansmer said, Ills 
solution to ending this conflict 
is to develop a program to dis. 
cuss peacefully the problems 
involved; make ·friends with the 
enemy; try to make their life 
better; and make them realize 
·that. peace would be the solution_ 
to many of their problems. 
"We should put more emphasis 
on the human problem of over 
population and paverty and until 
we do this things will remain 
as they are," Bansmer said, 
OPPOSITION NOTED 
Dr·. Bansmer• s . opposition in 
the November election is in.. 
cumbent Republican Catherine 
May. Dr. Bansmer discussed 
his opponent's views on some 
of the more important programs 
voted on in the last two years. 
"Mrs. May voted against such 
· bills as the housing bill, ·which 
I think is an important one in 
the field of. education, as it 
was this bill which granted 12 
million dollars to CWSC for the 
building of new dorms,,, sans. 
mer said, Mrs, May also voted 
against the Job ·Corp. which I 
feel is a very promising pro-
gram, he continued • 
Foreign Students 
Hold Get Together 
The first social event of the 
year for the Foreign Students' 
Club will be a get-t~gether, 
Wednesday, Oct. 19 in the SUB 
Lair. Meetings will be held 
every other Wednesday at7p.m. 
from then on. 
Only foreign students are elig. 
ible for membership. The club 
has about 20 members this year 
and is unsubsidized by SGA funds 
as is the i;imilar Pei>ple..to. 
People Club, 
Speakers and- panel discus. 
sions on world problems, like 
last year's cioni:roversial subject 
on -Southern Rhodesia, may be 
.held again this year. 
The purpose of -the Foreign 
Students' Club is to promote 
foreign student affairs and to 
reflect the foreign student attt. 
tudes to American people. Mrs. 
Marybelle Rockey, dean of 
women, .is the ad~iser. 
Whitney 
At Fresh 
By JOHN HOUSDEN 
Staff ·writer 
en Grab first Honors 
en Ta lent Perf om a nee 
of "My Fair Lady" as she sang 
''Wouldn't It Be Lovely,'' Mark 
Johnson's folk songs echoed 
throughout the hall, ·and the 
"Toffs" came on again to wrap 
it up. 
grew tense as. they awaited the 
final placings. Richard E. Lein-
aweaver, assistant dean of 
drama, Marybelle c. Rockey, 
dean of women, and John De. 
Merchant, assistant professor 
of music, served as ·judges. 





THE DANCE CENTRE 
Viewers of the freshman ta.la 
ent show, applauded their ap. 
proval as first place awards 
went to three Whitney men, Jim · 
Barbee, Stan Sells and Steve 
Anderson for their flashy trum. 
pet rendition of "Bright Eyes." 
Runner up was Rick Wells of 
Barto Hall for his display of 
talent as master of .ceremonies. 
AUDIENCE GROWS TENSE 
Performers and audience alike 
New faculty Join · 
CWSC Ed Staff 
John. Kinsey, SGA president, 
made the awards presentations. I 925-5338-Days a I: Mrs. Cox 968·3367-Nights 
Wildcat frosh shot a sensa.r · 
at the wideaeyed audience and 
provided what must be termed 
'!fabulous entertainment." 
8 CLAN SETS TEMPO 
·Bud Brown and his rock n' 
roll clan set the lempa with 
a stirring rendition of papular 
music. The "Toffs" great show. 
rnanship opened many an eye, 
but twelve more magnificent acts 
ensued. 
Michelle Perrow provided 
feminine gentleness with two 
soothing folk songs, Cathy Zie-
barth spouted forth an oral in· 
terpretation on a variety of lov. 
ers, Dave Dunlap strummed his 
guitar and Sue Smith sang a beau. 
tiful solo. 
HORN SOUND PROVIDED~. 
Stan Sells provided the honey. 
horn sound with a trumpet ren. 
dition of "All-Antique,'' Mary · 
Beth Padgham and Dodie O'Con. 
nor combined to formulate a hilJ.. 
billy comedy routine, " Lynn 
Dobbs tap danced across the 
stage in remarkable rhythm and 
Julie Hayes sang a splendid num. 
ber from the Broadway produc. 
tion of "Oklahoma." 
Jim Barbee, Stan Sells, and 
Steve Anderson gathered as a 
trio and resounded with their 
highly· touted trumpets, Sherrie 
Stamper. brought back memories 
Central' s Education Depart. 
ment has six new faculty mem• 
bers. New to the staff are 
George Grossman, John O'Don• 
ahue, and Mrs. Lillian Weathe 
ers, assistant professors of edu• 
cation; Hyrum Henderson, asso-
ciate professor of education;and 
earl Jenne and Mrs. Thelma 
1 Wilson, lecturers in education. 
This increase in faculty mem. 
bers has put into use all of the 
· available office space in Black 
Hall for the first time. The 
increase has placed as many 
as three professors iri the same 
office. 
Central has received funds 
from the Higher Education Act 
for two video tape units. Th~se 
units automatically record sound 
as the picture is being taken by 
the camera. The units w111 be 
shared among the Education, 
Physical Education, Psychology, 
and Speech and Drama Depart. 
ments. 
The Education Department will 
use the video tape units at Heb. 
eler Elementary for experimen• 
tation with mirror teaching. In 
mirror teaching, the student pre. 
sents a prepared lesson plan . 
which is taped and then played 
back so that the student canboth 
see and hear himself; 
Big John's Burger 
"Meal in itself" 
Shakes 
Wide Range to Choose From · 
Fish N' Chips Sirloin Sandwich 
Soft Drinks 
Big John's Drive In 
· ONE block from Campus on North Side 
Of Spokane Hiway 
COME IN AND SEE 
Ford GT MARK II 
The actual 
IN FRANCE 
to 9 p.m. 
car· that placed 1 st at LEMANS 
on display Oct. 19, 10:30 a.m. 
Made by Shelby American with Ford 427 
cu. in. engine 220 MPH top speed. 
ALSO on disp.t·ay: 
Fairlcine G.TA 390 engine 
Mustang 242 390 engine 
KELLEHER MOTORS 
CAMPUS CRIER, Friday, October, 14, 1966 
MOdel 
1. day shirt service 
. Complete. laundry . ClnCI 
,Dry Cl~niog Service 





·M· d I 'LAUNDRY 
·. . . 0 e and CLEANERS 
207N.Pine 
Add a dash of color to your 
r~oom with a Hassock From 
8 rotherton ··· 
of 14 .inch 
or 14, inch 
Richly textured, heavy duty vinyl-looks, feels like 
real leather! Cushiony soft urethane foam-filled 
tops are comfortable! Entire hassock, pressure 
packed to hold original shape! Washable, scuff. 
resistant. Make your s~lection today. 
Math students, does your MA-ME=-$? 
If your Monthly Expenditures exceed your Monthly Allowance, 
then an NB of C Special Checking account may be the answer 
to the problem! A great way to organize your budget. No need to 
carry excess cash. Learn how convenient and effective it is to 
have your own personal checking account! . 
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE NOC 
Member Federal Deposi1 Insurance Corporation 
Grim Coach And Hopeful Kids 
Highlight CWS Football Off-field 
ABOVE- Consternation 
· wreathed the face of the Wild· 
cat's head football coach Tom 
Parry during the game with 
Whitworth's Pirates at Tom• 
linson Field. As the game 
continued his worries grew 
greater and when the final 
quarter ended the Pirates had 
the •cats' by the tail-end of 
a 28·7 score. 
RIGHT-Left byttielrpa.rents 
to cheer by themselves, these 
two young girls ·give their 
vocal support to ·the •cats' 
and seemed to be having a 
good time doing it. The two 
ten-year-olds bothattem Heb. 
eler Elementary School, As 
the HES "Kittens" do not 
compete, Marla Brooks, left, .. 
and Jessie Bunger, seem to 
have adopted the •cats' as 
their football heroes, Jessie 
is .the daughter uf Mr, and · 
Mrs. Arthur Bunger, 1207 
N, A St. and Marla is the 
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. 
James E. Brooks. 
BELOW-Standing along the 
sidelines to get a .better look 
at the game are seven Cen. 
tral students. The blustery 
weather made long pants and 
warm sweaters the order of 
the day.· Their spirit was to 
no avail, however. Central 
came out on the short end of 
a five touchdown ita.me. 
(Staff Photos by Jay Martin) 
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5 :00 KC at the Mike - popular 
music, sportsandweather 
6 :00 Evening News-a look at 
world events of. the day 
6 :10 KC at the Mike-more 
good music, etc. . 
6 :25 Little Fanny Frosh-Cen-
tral's favorite freshman 
begins her second year 
on the air. A comic soaJ 
opera. 
6 :30 +Law in the News-Prof.. 
Joseph R. Julin, u. of 
Mich., discusses U.S. law 
and how it works 
6 :35 Evening Serenade:-music 
in a quiet mood for the 
early evening 
8 :00 Folk Time-Host Jim Ta-
. tum presents the folk art-
ists and their music 
8 :30 Masterworks f r o m 
France - classical music 
from France 
9 :00 +Detroit Symphony- se-
lected concerts from the 
archives of the Detroit 
Symphony; conducted by 
Sixten Ehrling 
11:00 News Final-overall look 
at news .from around the 
world 
11 :15 Introspect - thought-pro-
voking final word for the 
day 
TUESDAYS 
5 :00 KC at the Mike 
6 :00 Evening News 
6 :10 KC at the Mike 
6 :25 Little Fanny Frosh 
6 :30 + Business Review 
Prof, R. Wilhelm, U, of 
Mich.t comments on cur. 
rent aevelopments of. the 
business world of today 
6 :35 Evening Serena.de 
8 :00 +Special of the Week-
a new topic of general in• 
terest each week 
8:;10 .What is Communism? -
presenting Dr, Fred 
Schwartz of. the Christian 
Anti • Communism Cru. 
sade discussing the as. 
pects of communism 
8:45 Viewpoint - DanaF, Ken. 
nedy talks with well-known 
personalities 
9 :00 Curtain Calls - the best 
of Broadway's musicals 
10:00 Knights of the Turntable 
-music with KCWS disc. 
jockeys 
11 :00 News Final 
11 :15 Introspect 
WEDNESDAYS 
5 :00 KC at the Mike 
6 :00 Evening News 
6 :25 Little Fanny Frosh 
6 :30 +Books in the News--
Robert Cram and Don 
Briggs of. the 1J. of I],. 
linois review new books 
6 :35 Evening Serenade 
8 :00 +Hall of Song-Robert 









Across From Ad. Building 
Lauritz Melchior, and otb. 
ers document the history 
of the Metropolitan opera 
· Company from 1883 to 
present day. Milton Cross 
narrates, · 
8 :30 The Witness - top dra. 
matic fare .featurhig Jo-
seph C o t t o n, Robert 
Young, Jayne Meadows, 
Alan Young, and other Hol• 
lywood actors. 
8:45 Writing with Writers--
explores various kinds of 
writing and gives informs:. 
tion useful to the free 
lance writer. 
9 :00 WSU Concert - weekly 
selections of classical 
music from Washington 
State University. · 
9 :30 The Legendary Pianists--
recitals by, keyboard gt. 
ants of the early 20th 
century • 
lO:OO Knights of. the Turntable 
ll:OO News Final 
l 1 :15 Introspect 
THURSDAYS 
5 :00 KC at the Mike 
6 :00 Evening News 
6 :25 Little Fanny Frosh 
6 :30 +Doctor, Tell Me-each 
week a Minneapolisdoctor 
talks ona specific medical 
problem 
6 :35 Evening Serenade 
8:00 Inside Books - John Hog. 
lin of CWSC faculty re-
views current books 
8 :15 Washington Archives -
stories of our state 
8 :30 Today's student - inter• 
views with Central stu. 
dents 
8:45-Dateline: Central-
What' s what on central' s 
campus 
· 9:00 Club central Jazz-per. 
sonable Jeff Manson hosts 
an array of. jazz greats 
at Ellensburg's mythical 
night club, 
10:00 Knights of. the TUrntable 
11 :00 News Final 
11 :15 Introspect 
5 :00 KC at the Mike 
6 :00 Evening News 
6 :25 Little Fanny Frosh 
6 :30 + Challenges in Education 
-presents reports on 
some of the problems and 
opportunities facing edu. 
cators today. 
6 :35 Evening Serenade 
8 :00 +BBC Science Magazine 
· -late advances in science 
and technology. 
8 :30 Science intheNews-WSU 
science reports 
8 :45 Songs of France - Jean 
Fontaine emcees pro. 
. · grams of French musi1 
9:00 +The De Bellis Collec. 
tion of Great Music 
10:30 Knights of the TUrntable 
· 11 :00 News Final 
11 :15 Introspect 
+designates programs from Na. 
tional Educational Radio Net. 
work. 
Dr. Kenneth Burke, nationally 
known lecturer and music and 
literary critic, delivered .the 
first of three planned addresses. 
to a Central audience Tuesday. 
"Where are we going?" Dr. 
Burke asked in beginning his 
lecture series. He will con-
tinue his questioning in two ad. 
ditional lectures on Nov. 17 and 
Dec. 5 to help celebrate Cen-
tral' s 75th Anniversary. 
Dr. Burke has spent much of 
his life as a teacher and writer. 
He is acclaimed as a brilliant 
and. suggestive critic. His phile 
osophy is not ·to try to "put 
Humpty Dumpty together again 
but to understand him before he 
fell.'' · 
Dr. Burke unfolded a tale of. 
his extended automobile trip 
from New Jersey to Seattle. His 
trip became a progression of 
critical views of. life and devei. 
opment across contemporary 
America, 
"Everywhere one looks one 
sees examples of. man's eni· 
pire," Dr. Burke observed. 
"The ruins and the progress 
are living in peaceful co-exist. 
ence." 
Dr. KENNETH BURKE 
"Where are we going?" . 
"Driving, driving, driving, in 
a literal traffic war.'' Where is 
this traffic going? Dr. Burke 
predicts that with effort and a 
little luck it is ". • • going 
toward the best.'' 
One begins to find 'where we 
are going' by contrasting motion 
with action. Dr. Burke explains 
that the automobile has motion, 
but that it takes the action of 
a person to make the automobile 
go. With modern technology the 
action of. man has become more 1 
sophisticated. It takes relatively 
little effort on the part of the 
driver to increase the speed 
· of the ear, unlike bike-riding of 
old where one works for each 
mile, Dr. Burke said, 
With man the brain is motion 
and the mind is action. "The 
WELCOME "CATS"· 
Student Special 
With S.G.A. Carel 




on Spokane Hiway Phone 925-9785 
quality of the act is placed 
against the quality of. the motion 
of the act," Dr. Burke said. 
As a post script to his tour 
Dr. Burke observed that man 
is by · nature a pilgrim. His 
advice to Americans is to trav. 
el toavoid stagnation. "Gowest, 
elderly couple:-go west." 
But first, he cautions, "under. 
stand the communications and 
signs of. the road, be emergency 
minded, possess good luck, and . 
obey the legal rules of. the road.'' 
"On the road onedoesnotneed 
friends or neighbors," Dr. 
Burke muses. One just races 
ahead "driving, driving, driv. 
ing.'' 
(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!", 
"Dobie Gillis," etc.) 
ONCE MORE UNTO THE BREACH 
Way back in 1953 I started writing this column about 
campus life. Today, a full 13 years later, I am still writing 
this column, for my interest in undergraduates is. as keen 
and lively as ever. This is called ",arrested development:' 
But where else can a writer find a subject as fascinating 
as the American campus? Where else are minds so nettled, 
bodies so roiled, psyches so unglued? 
Right now, for example, though the new school year has 
just begun, you've already encountered the following dis-
asters: 
1. You hate your teachers. 
2. You hate your courses. .. 
3. You hate your room-mates. 
4. You have no time to study. 
5. You have no place to study. 
Friends, let us, without despair, examine your problems 
one by one.. ' 
I. You hate your teachers. For shame, friends! Try 
looking at things their way. Take your English teacher, 
for instance. Here's a man who is one of the world's 
author-ities on Robert Browning, yet he wears $30 tweeds 
and a pre-war necktie while his brother Sam, a high school 
dropout, earns 70 thou a year in aluminum siding. Is it so 
hard to understand why he writes "F" on top of your 
themes.and "Eeeyich !" in the margin? Instead of hating 
him, should you not admire his dedication to scholarship, 
. his disdain for the blandishments of commerce? Of course 
· you should. You may flunk; but Pippa passes. 
2. You hate your courses. You say, for example; that 
you don't see the use of studying Macbeth when yop are 
majoring in veterinary medicine. You're wrong, friends. 
,Believe me, some day when you are running a busy kennel, 
you'll be mighty glad you learned "Out, damned Spot!" 
3. You hate your room-mates. This is, unquestionably, 
a big problem-in fact, the second biggest problem on 
American campuses. (The first biggest, of course, is on 
which side of your mortar board do you dangle the tassel 
at Com_mencement?) But there is an answer to the room-
mate problem: keep changing room-mates. The optimum 
interval, I have found, is every.four hours. 
4. You have no time to study. Friends, I'm glad to re-
port there is a simple way to find extra time in your b.usy 
.schedule. All you have to do is buy some Personna Super 
Stainless SteeL Blades. Then you won't be wasting pre-
cious' hours hacking away with inferior blades, mangling 
your face again and again in a tedious, feckless effort to 
winnow your whiskers. Personna shaves you quickly and 
slickly, easily and breezily, hacklessly, scrapelessly, tug-
lessly, nicklessly, scratchlessly, matchlessly. Furthermore, 
Personna Blades last and last. Moreover, they are avail-
able both in double-edge and Injector style. And, as if this 
were.n't enough, Personna is now offering you a chance to 
grab a fistful of $100 bills. The Personna Super Stainless 
Steel Sweepstakes is off and running! You can win $10,000 
and even more. Get over to your Personna dealer for· de-
tails and an entry blank. Don't just stand there! 
5. You have no place to study. This is a thorny one, I'll 
admit, what with the library so jammed and the dorms so 
noisy. But with a little ingenuity, you can still find a quiet, 
deserted spot-like the ticket office of the lacrosse team. 
Or a testimonial dinner for the dean. Or the nearest re-
cruiting station. 
You see, fr-iends ?·When you've got a problem, don't L(~ 
down and ·quit. Attack! Remember: America did not be-
come the world's greatest producer of milk solids and 
sorghum by running away from a fight! · 
* * * 
© 1966, Max Shulman 
The makers of Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades 
(double-edge or Injector style) and Burma-Shave ( regu-
lar or menthol) are pleased (or apprehensive) to bring 
you another year of Max Shulman's uninhibited, uncen-
sore·d column. 
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or s ffer Unusual View 
By MARK McKAY 
Staff Writer 
"Peekoaoboo, I see you" is 
what you may have heard if 
you were anywhere within hear. 
ing , distance of the new high. 
rise dormitories duringthefirst 
couple of weeks of school. 
There have been some prob. 
lems with the new dorms, but 
none of which an enterprising 
young college student couldn't 
overcome. 
For instance only recently 
were curtains installed in tlie 
dormitories. This made some 
individuals happy and some sad. 
The happy ones · were the 
women in Courson trying to 
dodge the peeping eyes of the 
men ·of Muzzall, as the women 
changed for bed at night. You 
never can tell though, maybe 
some of the girls enjoyed their 
plight of the curtainless wine 
dows, 
Of course the sad ones were 
the men who will be unable to 
view the "follies dolliesu any 
longer. 
The young co-eds would shut 
off the lights in their rooms, 
but as one of the freshman 
boys remarked, "Some of the 
girls still cut very shapely sn. 
houettes." 
According to Wendell Hill, 
director of auxiliary services, 
the new high-rise dormitories 
are 99 per cent finished, 
"We view the new dorms in 
two different divisions. The top 
eight floors, or living area, is 
what we were concerned with 
finishing first and the ground 
level, the lounge area comes 
next," Hill said, 
The 99 per cent includes liv. 
ing areas in both the women's 
and the men's dorms. 
"We have a few small jobs 
to do in each of the dorms on 
the . upper levels, even though 
all of the assigned students have 
moved into their rooms, the last 
of these on Friday," Hill con-
tinued, 
When Hill was asked for a 
target date for the lounge and 
recreation areas to be finished 
he said they hoped to have the 
ground floors finished by No-. 
vember 1, or maybe a couple 
of days before homecoming, 
The original date for com. 
pletion of the dormitories was 
September 1. 
"The reason for the construe. 
tion falling behind was due to 
a six weeks delay of a strategic 
shipment of st.eel and also to 
some problems which the con. 
tractors had with the floor pan .. 
els," Hill stated, 
Comments from high rise res. 
idents ranged from "fabulous," 
"terrific," and "wonderful" as 
all of the students seemed in 
agreement that the new dorms 
are the best on campus to live, 
"The view from up here on 
the ninth floor is terrific. You 
can see the mountains and the 
whole Kittitas Valley," a fresh-
man from a ·big city stated. 
Walking outside one notices 
a number ·of students watching · 
the ripples of a stream which 
flows - lazily between the two 
dorms •. 
Some of. the young men even 
looked as if they were dream• 
ing as they gazed into the molllle 
tainolike stream. Perhaps they 
were thinking about the girl on 
the ninth floor of Courson Hall 
who forgot to shut olf the lights 
in her room as she changed 
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COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTIONS 
Bookstore 
OPEN 
Monday thru Fri. 
8 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Saturday 11 a.m. to.4 p.m. 
•CAPITOL• DOT • MERCURY • MGM 




From Former List Price 
HUNDREDS TO 
CHOOSE FROM . 
.. 
YE_Slf .;:i,:-,;..1 .) 
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ON OUR 
USED. CAR- PRESERVE 




63 Fairlane 500 
V-8, auto., h/t cpe. 
Real Sharp 
$1545 
64 Ford Galaxie 500 
V-8, pwr. strg., 4 door 
$1595 
60 VW Camper Bus 
lots of room 
$995 
62 Galaxie 500 
Air cond., p/strg. 
$1195 
62 Chev 4 Door 
v~s, auto. 
65 Ford 4 Door 
v-a·, auto., p/strg. 
$2095 
60 Ford Starliner 
2 door, h/top 
$495 
61 Chev Impala 
H/t Cpe., auto. 
$1045 
63 Plymouth Fury 
Y·B, 4 dr., H/tOp 
62 Ford Wagon 
Real Cleon 
P/strg., auto. 
60 Comet 2 Door 
Auto., Real Sharp 
HURRY IN.AND ·BAG A BARGAIN 
KELLEHER MOTOR CO. 
6th and Pearl . 962·1408 
Hl'm 0. K. just studying hard" 
'Good· news is worth getting from the workhorse's mouth 
Parents are always glad to hear you are well. Some-
times it's amazingly good news to'hear you're studying 
hard. Keep in touch with the folks at home. You can tal ~ 
.station-to-station three minutes .for no more than a dol-
lar· an}twhere in the continent~! U.S. except Alaska. Low 
rates apply after 8 PM and all. day Sunday. 
ELLENSBURG 
Telephone C.ompany 
BRUNAUGH RAMBLES.....:.This is the start of Jim Brunaugh's touchdown gallop against 
Whitworth, Bruna.ugh took a handoff from quarterback Butch Hill, started off tackle cut 
back to the ·center of the field, and dodged and broke tackles all the way into the end z'one. 
The senior tailback's. ~ yard tally was the only score the •cats were able to collect all 
afternoon, although they moved the ball at will against the Pirate defense. Brunaugh gained 
97 yards in 15 carries via rushing, and was selected "Wildcat of the Week" by his team 
for his effort. ·. · 
That's Don Wilkins (43), and Jim Deatherage (83) leading the convoy of central Wash-
ington blockers • 
. Returnees Lend 'Spirit' 




Miss Dorothy Purser, coach 
of the girls' field hockey team 
and assistant professor of phys. 
ical education, ha.s thirty pros. 
pects turning out for the 18 
places on this year• sfield hockey 
team. Miss Purser is counting 
on seven returnees and a prom. 
ising group of freshmen to carry 
the team this season. The seven 
upperclassmen· slated to see 
pler.ty of action are Barbara 
Grubb, senior; Diane Walters, 
sophomore; Mary Haabisto, jun. 
tor; Kathy Langston, senior; 
Cathy Benedetto, junior; Mary 
Taylor, junior; and Ginger Va].. 
or, junior. 
"The freshmen girls are real 
promising," Miss Purser stat. 
ed. "They have a lot of spirit 
and determination, .and should 
be real assets during the sea.. 
son." · 
Miss Purser singled out Jackie 
Lohman from Olympia, Peg 
Thomas of Yakima, Diane Sehl].. 
ahbel, who hails from Pocatello, 
Idaho; Sue Peterson from SPoe 
kane and Peggy Johnson from 
Ellensburg, for the fine job they 
have done thus far. Miss John. 
son, who is vying for the goalie 
position, is small in stature,but 
her desire on the field will prob. 
ably win her a starting spot on 
the team;. 
Field hockey is a game sim• 
Uar to lee hockey with .11 people 
on each team. Five girls in 
front are called the forward 
line. Behind them come three 
halfbacks, behind the haifba.cks 
are two fullbacks, and in back 
of the fullbacks is the goalie. 
The playing area is 100 yards 
10ng and 60 yards wide. The 
teams play two 20 minute, non. 
stop halves, and there are 6 
defensive . players against 5 of,. 
fensive ones. Girls'fieldhockey 
probably requires more physical 
conditioning than any other worn. 
en's sport because of the con.. 
stant, non.stop running back and 
forth between attacking and de. 
fensing your opponent. 
This year's hockey combatants 
will square offae:ainstanAlumni 
·------------More Sports 
On Page 10 . 
........ ----------
· squad October 29th at 10:30a.m. 
at the hockey fields, Central 
will also host the conference 
playoffs November 18·20. 
AERIAL DISPLA y - Quar-
terback Skip Raish (34}drops 
back into the pocket and arch. 
es a: perfect spiral intended 
for one of his receivers. 
R.aish will see plenty of action 
tomorrow night when the 
•cats travel to Linfield. 
. Wildcat linebacker Phil Har. 
vey and tackle Larry Warwick· 
were elected by their teammates 
as co-captai11s for the game with 
Linfield at McMinnville, Ore., 
tomorrow evening. 
Harvey was tremendous onde. 
fense, roving all over the field 
making tackles, assistingonoth.i 
ers, and throwing Whitworth 
backs often for losses. 
Warwick's bone crushing 
blocks on offense opened many 
holes for •cat backs all after. 
noon, and he was immovable on 
his side of the defensi:ve line. 
Harvey suffered a neck injury 
in last Saturday's encounter at 
Tomlinson Field, and his start. 
ing status against Linfield is in 
·doubt, 
"Wildcat of the Week" was 
halfback Jim Bruna.ugh.· The 
senior speedster from Orting 
ran for 97 yards in 15 carries 
to lead the· Wildcats' ground 
· attack. Bruna.ugh scored Cen. 
tral's only touchdown with a 
jp'eat individual effort. -
With NCAA 
University of Puget Sound an. 
nounced Thursday its athletic 
teams will participate in future 
events and tournaments of the 
National Collegiate Athletic As. 
sociation. 
Two.Places 
To Serve You Better 
We serve quality meats from the 
Valley Locker Market 
U-Tot·e -Em No. l 
Tastee-Free.z 
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TWO OUTSTANDING FEATURES 
(AT S:50 ONLY) 




" ~ dame! 
''.>.lfi Pa ·1 
··.= .. = .. :.:'· NI: U 
.·~Newman 
·1s· 
ST ARTS SUN DA Y-THRU TUESDAY 
OPEN 1:45 SUNDAY . OPEN 6:45 MON. & TUES: 
OUTSTANDING ADULT ENTERTAINMENT 
(PLAYS lST) 
Never Seen On TV! 
Laugh! Cheer! Thrill! EASTMANcoLoR 
(PLAYS 2ND) . . 
"GO ·YOU MUSTI An absolute 
knockout of a movie!" -~:~~~~:~s 
"The sheer voyeur appeal of a nightmare!" 
-Crist, N.Y, Herald Tribune 
"A tour-de-force of sex and suspense! 
-Life~\ 





OPEN 7:00 SHOW 7:30 
2 OUTSTANDING COLOR HITS 
AT REGULAR PRICES 





: . IJ() N(J'I' IJIS'l1IJIUJ{::~).t 
JI An Aaron Rosenberg· Marfin Melcher Production • Also Stamng HERMIONE BADDELEY. SERGIO fANTDNI (AT 9:40 ONLY) 
~ 11ZAOOH TAYLOR 
.. J05EPH LMANKIEWKt. 
(L~TJtA 
RKHAR~ ~URTON1 REX HARRISON 
u MARK ANTONY - •• JULIUS CAESAR 
CAMP;:~:;;:·:;~:~9;h0~:a~_.~ , WUdcats .. Jravf!I ,·to. (i rlfield · 
By GREG BOLVI bruck, and tile defensive secon- throu1h tile ·air.· Tiie Central 
· 1 SPORTS EDITOR . dary compased ol John Lee, ·. P&Sslnc attack will al!JO have 
Across From the New Dorms Ken Jacroux, Ed Griffin, Joe to be revitalized, with ·cwsc 
Central's Wildcats, still licit- , .Robbilar and Jim consbruck,all aerials eoinl Into the arms ol 
.4 ~rben to Serve You 1nC their wounds after. the IS.7 seasoned veterans. our . receivers rather than. to 
loss pinned on tllem by the The explosive ottense .~will be the enemy •. A fairly competent 
Free Pick-up & ·Delive.ry 
All types .qf Repairs 
~riendly Courteous Service 
- ED'S.CLEANERS.· 
3rd·& Pine 962-64<;)1' 
College-stud-~nts. 
Win 10 gal. of Gas Every Week· 
Stop in and inqulre o.n the weekly 
drawing 
Special Rates For College Students 
Bob'·s Richfield and 
Econo Car Wash · 
Men Wear 'um Too! 
Choose from ' a myriad of colors and' 
fabri~; Denium, Corduroy, Hopsack· 
.~r Sfa-prest. Size~: 26-38. From 4.98. 
- ·- - -
- ----
AT:· ------- -- --~-
Whitworth Pirates, hope to re. plded by quarterbacks Terry passing rame wlll mm· the 
~ rain their ~ ways .tomor• Durham and .J41te. Barrow. _Dur- Central rr01U1d came that much 
row when they travel . to Keo ham. called strnais most ol the more effectl\'e~ 
Mlnnvllle, Ore. time_ last. ·year,· and won alt. ·The Central Wasbincton fOQt-
Tbe •cats will take on the All-Conference berth for his et· ball forces .are away next week, 
Linfield Wildcats, who are fast forts •. Barrow also did a very p18.ylq · Eastern, then return 
becominl a national J>ower •. Lin- commendable job, and picked , home for the blr HomecomJ,nc 
· field completely de~ollsbed( 61· .. up an honorable mentlan Oil the · pme acalnst Portland state Col· 
,0) the same Whitworth· team Associated · Pre&s• NAIA All· Iece, October 29. 
'that trounced Central last Sato; American squad.. ·: , .. 
urday · 28-7. In their secoil!I out. Tiie backfield wm pase a threat 
inc, · Linfleld won tbe battle ol because ol speed. Roeers Is. 
statistics, but lost, to Cal Poly, . hizu bas been croomed to re-
22-7. In. that· contest, numerous place All-Conference back ol 
fumbles and pass interceptions last · season, LeroY Falls, and 
thwarted several Linfleld scor· the: fullback··· Post ·.bas .a lone · 
iDI o)'>partUnitles. . . . . list of prospeds. · · . 
Linfleld's third OPPonent was · Offensively, the µntleld in· 
. Pacific Lutheran University, and tertor line ave~es about 215 
the 'Cats dealt the. Killrhts ol · poun<ls per. m~ 
Tacoma a 21·0 Setback.' COACH PARRY COMMENTS 
NATIONAL POWER 
The explosive Wildcats from 
Linfleld .were ranked 12th ii.~ 
tionally in pre.season predlc-
Uons, but have dropped sUrhtly 
stncec being upset by Cal Poly. 
The oreeonians have looked 
Sharp in·. their last two outlncs, 
shuttinl out PLU and eotnr on 
another olfensive tear last week-
end a;8.inst Co:Qece ~ Idaho, 
w1nn1nc easily 50.6. . 
LINFIE,LD OUTLOOK 
Linfleld Coach Paul Durham 
hopes to overshadow a fairly 
weak defense with an overPOWer• · 
inc olfense .. for best Possible 
results this season. This year's 
team will be minus a number 
ol key defensive All·American 
specialists who helped lead Lln-
fleld to a number two national 
. ratlnc amonr s~all colle19s in 
1965. 
Detensive plans· will jell 
arolDld 260 ·PG1Dld tackle J act 
·Oslund, 11_ne~acker Mike Cons-
When · questioned about Llnio 
field, CWSC bead coaeh Tom 
Parry answered, "They are very 
:ouch both offensively . and de-
fensively, and they force 1you to ·. 
play their kind . of came. we 
expect them to play a real wide 
open came, and once acatn we'll 
be up· 8'ainst a topfllrht passer 
and some fine ends." He. con-
tinued, . "As for our lineup, the 
injuries. to cuard Tom Bate and 
Linebacker. Phil Harvey wlll 1Dl· 
doubtedly call· for a mmber of 
changes in our lineup. Phil is 
an unlikely starter because of 
a neck injury, and Tom won't 
see action· . because of a ·bad 
ankle." Skip Raish wlllprobably 
get the call at startinc quarter~ 
back. ' . ' 
If the Wildcats from Elle~ 
burg countey are to stay close 
to the 'Cats from McMinnville, 
coach Parry's charres are ro-
inr to need a top notch delen-
. sive effort, both on land and 
Cats Host X-County·Mee,.Joday. 
·. , A tbree way ~t :between the 
· Wildcats, oreiron Ci>Ilere·of Ed-
ucation, and EasteJ'll Washlneton. 
State Colleie ·opens the. cross-
-,colDltry season for the 'Cats to-
day . startlnc at 3 p.m. at the 
Elles' Golf Course. The Central 
harriers lack depth, and wlll 
turn· to Connie Enclund, · junior 
from Stockholm (Bweden) . and 
. sophomore BID Hacedorn from 
·Puyallup as .their only exper. 
ienced runners. • 
The Wildcats wm be a YOUDI · 
team, and .. a ·lot rides on the 
abWtles al. freShmen Sam RlDI, 
Mount . Tahoma; Mark Henry, 
Columbia River, Tom Hillman, 
Vancouver, B.C., Lee Schreiner 
Honolulu; Dave Harf?on, Mercer 
Island; Reld F"repl>!!rnau, Shel• 
ton; John Cqtton; Orvffie; Dave 
Croonqulst, Bellewe and steve 
Shireman, Sumner SODIM>more. 
Whether· or not the Wildcats are 
a successful squad this year 
depends a lot on the crop· of 
freshman. : · · 
cross-country mentor Art Hut-
ton had this to say about this 
year's team: .. "We are a very 
YOUDI and inexperienced team, 
but the boys have been. workilll 
real hard, and ·tb~y'll undoubt. 
edly get better as the season 
prOll'esses." Hutton continued, . 
"We don't know much about 
either Or8'on Collere ol Ed-
,ucation or Eastern Wa.shlneton, 
except · that they have both. had 
a. ceuple of meets already." 
The Wildcats wlll host the 
C\_VSC Invit~i(jnal crosscountry 
meet October 29. Twelve schools 
from vari0us parts of .the North-
. west will be entered. Gerry 
Lindgren, NCAA champion from 
Washington state Umvers1ty,. 
and Douc 'srown, the record hold-




Complete Food Services & Relaxation 
Finest in STEAKS--SEAFOOD--SNACK$ . 
. Webster's- Smokeshop 
Largest Selection of Plpes_;Cigars-Tobacco · 
·. HEADQUARTERS FOR SPORTSMEN.. . . . 
BRAND ROOM 
For Your Favorite Bev. 
UP FOR GRABS-End Jim .. 
. Deatherage is all alone as he 
leaps for this pass from skip 
Raish deep in Pirate terrl· 
tory. , 




By GREG BOLVI 
SPORTS EDrrott . 
With last week's wave of up. 
'sets that hit the cridiron, it's 
hard to ten· who is rolnc to do 
what. this. week. Last week's 
nation-wide results were about 
as predictable· as the way a 
football bounces, and there were 
a couple of eye openers in .. the 
Evercreen Conference. 
The blrPst one, ·of course, 
was the University. -of PUret 
Sound's stunninl 20·10upsetvlc. 
tory at Eastern Washinrt()n. Be· 
fore the UPS tilt, the Savaps 
were ranked 7th· in the ·nation 
· amonr small colleges. _ 
:eUt now, let's look at this 
Saturday's clashes. · 
CENTRAL-LINF~LD Coach 
Tom Parry's .•cats will no doubt 
be up for this one, and won't 
be satisfied· with anytbinl less 
than a victory. But Ltnfleld's 
offensive team.· will outmu~le 
Central's defense. Linfleld 281 
Central 13, 
WHITWORTH ;._ EASTERN 
.This· olie will be a real donny• 
brook. Eastern milht be a Ut-
ile down after their loss to 
UPS. I. think they wlll be. Whit-
worth 21, Eastern 14. 
SklPPinl over the others· in a · 
hurry-UPS 20, ·Lewis and Clark 
7; Western Washineton ~,Portm 
land state 17; University of Cali· 
fornia 16, UniversityofWasbiDI~ 
ton 7, and W ashineton state 22, 
utah 15~ . 
Head varsity basketball coach 
Dean Nicholson is this week's 
ruest picker, . and he calls 'em 
like this: Central and Linfield, 
tie; UPS over Lewis and Clark; . 
Eastern over Whitworth; West-
ern over Portland State: · UW 
over California; and Utall over 
wsu. •' ' 
Pheasant season · opens Oct.. 
ober 15 at ~oon, and runs to 
November 13. Deer season 
(bucks) ·opens the. same day, 
and runs to November 5. 
On November 51 the elk sea. 
son · opens and the deer season 
closes, · 







CONTROVERSIAL PLAY-The above pair of photos show the disputed Point after touch· 
down following Whitworth's final touchdown last saturday. In the top picture, George 
Elliott (83) tried to run the extra Point after a bad snap from center on the' kick attempt. 
Howard Hosley (87) Wildcat defensive back, cut down Elliott short of the goal line, but 
as Elliott's knee touches the ground he laterals to teammate Ken McLennan (34). KELLEHER MOTOR CO. 
In the lower phbtograph, McLennan is shown hitting the end zone flag with his right foot 
as he evades a tackle by the 'Cats' Don Wilkins (43). Notice where McLenna.n's left foot 
is, That one didn't touch the flag, 
6th and PEARL-ELLENSBURG 
Gymnastics Program 
Planned by New Coach 
central's newest collegiate 
SPort, gymnastics, .is under the 
direction of newcomer Richard 
Aronson. Aronson hails from 
Boston, where he actively com. 
peted in gymnastics from_ 1946· 
1958 in various NCAA, AAU, 
and YMCA meets. He was also 
the captain of the 1958 Spring. 
field, Mass, College gymnastics 
squad during the '58 season. 
Aronson _competed and repre. 
sented the United States. Air 
Force from 1952°1955 in re-
gional and national competition 
when he was able to get time 
off from active duty. His spe. 
cialties were the parallel and 
horizontal bars, although he en. 
tered all gymnastic events. 
Coach Aronson was a gymnast 
instructor at Needham, Mass. 
High. School, and was an as. 
sistant at Springfield College 
before coming to the CWSC cam. 
pus, .. 
Because of his knowledge of 
gymnastics, Aronson has been 
an official and judge at, many 
gyrpnastic meets •. In 1965, he 
was the United States' judge at 
the· Maccibiah Games held in 
Israel. These games are second 
only to the Olympic Games in 
the number of athletes that par. 
ticipate. 
The major aim of coach Aron. 
' 
. son 'at Centrahis to get a pr0o 
gram ·started, so the Wildcats 
can build a competitive team 
for next year. A nucleus .of 
about ten boys have been work-
ing out every night, and will 
probably form the core of next 
year's competitors. Tentative 
plans are to enter several of 
the better athletes in the Inland 
Empire Meet at Eastern: Wash. 
ington. State College in Decem-
ber, and there is the PoSSibil· 
ity of dual competition with East. 
ern sometime. in February. 
coach Aronson has been busy 
contacting all the high schools 
in the state of Washington that 
have a gymnastics program. 
"The resPonse from the high 
school coaches has been very 
excellent, and most of the coach. 
es were pleased to know that 
CWSC is to have a gymnastic 
team," Aronson said, 
"The growth of · gymnastics, 
especially in the Seattle area, 
and gymnastic schools in the 
state of Washington give Central 
a great opPortunity to get a fair 
sized amount of talent to build 
with next year. With -several 
breaks, and a lot of talent, 
the Wildcats could be a con. 
tender for national honors, per. -







maverick steak· houses 
11 a.m. - 9 p.m. Seven Days 
Menu 
'Ii Lb. GROUND ROUND __ ______ ___________________________ .69 
MAVERICK TOP SIRLOIN _______________________________ /_ 1.29 
NEW YORK CUT _________________ ----------------------------- 1.39 
Served with f rench fries or Baked Potato, 
Roll and Butter 
JUMBO FRIED SHRIMP ·- .99 
With French Fries, Our Tartar Sauce, Lemon 
Roll and Butter · 
Student _Special· 
King Size Ham,b~rger, Fries, Shake 
79¢ 
SIDE ORDERS SANDWICHES 
French Fries --------------------"· .20 King Size Hamburger·--'--- .39 
Baked Potato __________________ .20 With Cheese ______ , _________ .# 
Extra Roll and Butter ________ . I 0 
Extra Butter ______________________ .05 Steak Sandwich ________________ .69 
Sour Cream ______________________ . I 0 (with French F~ies) 
Coffee --------------------~------- . I 0 Iced Tea Small ________ . I 0 
Milk - Buttermilk ____________ .15 Soft Drinks Large. _____ , __ .20 . 
All Items Packaged To Go-. S,jjme Price 
Across the ·street from the Science Building 
Page 1~ 
HALF AND HALF-The double life of an AFROTC trauiee> 
is shown by this cadet's split garb. Beside their activi-
ties as students, cadets must also meet the many obliga· 
tions of reserve officer training. (Staffphotoby Jay Martin) 
Nineteen Cadets Attend 
R TC Training Units 
Nineteen of CWSC's ROTC Ca. 
dets attended either a four or 
six .week field training unit this 
summer at one of four bases 
Fairchild, Mt. Home, Hamilton 
or Gm;,nther. 
Fou;r year cadets attended the · 
four v:eeks FTU and two year 
cadets attended the· six week 
FTU which stresses academics 
more,• J.nd is the same training 
that Air Force ~rsonnel going 
to Viel Nam reaefVe; •' . . . 
1,URPOSE STA TED 
The main purpose of the sum~ 
mer FTU's is "that cadets were ' 
able to take. a close look at the 
Air Force and its way of life. 
At the same time the Air Force 
was· able to take a close look 
at the cadets to see if they 
are worthy of a commisSton as 
an officer in the United States 
Air Force,'' Greg ·Schmidt, 
ROTC information officer, said. 
According to Bill Bolden. 
week's article in the August 14 
·. issue. of the San Francisco SUDo 
day Examiner and Chronicle, the 
cadets at Hamilton AFB, in San 
Francisco,· were under careful 
scrutiny of their instructors dur. 
ing each 1 7 hour day of their 
four week stay. More than one 
quarter of the training schedule' 
of the FTU was devoted to leader. 
ship training subjects, such as 
ethical problem exercises, mil• 
itary customs and courtesy, code 
of conduct. and tecl)niques . of 
Spur's Exchan·ge 
Handles Few Books 
instruction: Close order drills 
and survival training consumed 
the cadets remairiingtime,along 
with M16 rifle indoctrination, 
the type now being used in Viet 
Nam" and a T33 jet fighter ride. 
CADETS FLY 
At Mt. Home AFB, 52 miles 
out of Boise, Idaho and at Fair· 
child AFB, just out of Spokane, . 
the cadets were each allowed 
to fly a KC-135, .aerial refuel-
ing tank, for 30 to 45 minutes;· 
For most cadets it was their 
first ride in a jet and many 
were apprehensive. 
In June of 'this year cadets 
Jerold Drobesh, John Frasier, 
David Hooyer and Gary Lieberg 
became commissioned officers. 
In August, James W. Cunning. 
ham, Sam D. Francisco, Larry 
J. Hanley, James Knight, Rod-
ney J. Laley and David R, Lloyd 
were commissioned. Most of 
these new second lieutenants 
are now in active duty.: 
Art Theme Set 
For Exhibition 
On October 21 and 22 the Cen-
tral ·Art Department will be 
hosting tl)e annual meeting of 
the Washinrton state Art Asso-
ciation. 
This meettnr, to be held in 
the Samuelson Union Buildinr, 
will be attended by collere art 
teachers, artists, collere stu-
This year at the quarterly dents and. public school teachers . 
Spur Book Exchange, the SJ;Qr's from all over the state. · 
collected $270, President Nancy · The theme of the conference, 
Nicholson, ·said. Of the $270, "Art 1966'', will ® carried 
the SJxir's will receive $100 out by a ~cial exhibit, and 
which will go into their treasury many smaller exhibits. The main 
and the remainder will go to exhibit, featuring the ·work ot.. 
the SGA. faculty member~ • ot.. Eastern, 
The exchange, which was held Western and Central; the Uni· 
in the basement onhe SUB, re- versity ol. Washington andWash-
quired the efforts of 20 Spur ington State University, is en· 
members who worked in two- titled 14Art Faculties ol. the 
hour shifts from 8 until 6 p.m. Washington st•e Colleres and 
during the exchange week. Universities.'• 
In this time, the Spur's ban- This exhibit will be a diversi• 
died only about 80 books, rela.. fied one, featurinr paintings, 
tively few compared to previous sculptors, prints and crafts; 
years, The. reason for this, _.- Guest speakers will be Rich-
according to Miss Nicholson, ard Lippold, internationally 
was that many of ·the students known sculptor, and Dr. Law· 
sold their books at the end of rence Steetel, art historian from 
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For the latest in your favorite L.P. 'sand top . 
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Records-Portable Stereos-Portable T.V.'s 
Record Accessories-Tape Recorders-Radios 
Recorded Tapes · 
We repair phonos and 
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